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The VISEUM camera system has been deployed as an overt deterrent on an estate identified as
having one of the worst records for youth related Anti Social Behaviour on the borough. It has been
an un resolved priority area for the last few years. As a police local authority partnership we have
been unable to permanently resolve the issues despite several major interventions including
enforcement and engagement. Prior to the installation of this equipment we deployed an overt fixed
camera system mounted on top of a lamp post with no ability to download images without direct
connection. This camera system was in place for several months and made little difference to our
ASB and crime reduction targets.
The new Viseum camera system can be access remotely via a 3G lap top. It is a PTZ system
programmed to follow movement of groups which stop within its field of view. The quality of this
system with its ability to zoom in automatically for facial identification is excellent. Within two weeks
the system had captured two suspects causing criminal damage. The images down loaded from a
local police office and were shown to the suspects upon arrest. Word spread quickly that offences
committed near this camera will be captured and the images will be of significant quality. This
camera has now had measurable impact on ASB and crime & disorder. It has been a real deterrent
and has provided much needed reassurance to the community. I have not been able to complete the
analysis but there are significant reduction in recorded crime figures and calls from the public. This is
coupled with numerous other interventions but I am positive that this high tec, quality equipment
has played a major part in this. Anecdotal reports from the public include being impressed at the fact
the camera follows people around so much 'the kids don't like that its good that your staffing it all
the time'. The fact that people can see it moving gives the impression someone is operating it in a
control room.
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